Introduction
============

Changes in gene copy number are a critical source of variation for evolution, but new copy numbers that alter gene dose often presents a challenge for organismal survival. The scale of copy-number change can range from the deletion or duplication of one or a few genes, to polyploidization of all genes through whole-genome duplication [@B1]-[@B3]. Post-duplication, genes typically have one of three fates: nonfunctionalization, in which only one of the copies retains any function; subfunctionalization, in which the copies diversify to "share" the function of the original; or neofunctionalization, in which one of the gene copies gains a novel function [@B2], [@B4], [@B5]. There is a strong population genetic component to the probability of these different fates, but before the fate is realized, the organism containing the duplicates faces the challenge of surviving with an over-abundance of gene product for duplicate genes or under-abundance of non-duplicated, interacting genes [@B6]-[@B10]. This gene dose problem can threaten the function of a cell or an entire organism because of the integrated nature of molecular function, a concept central to the "genome balance hypothesis" [@B11].

Despite the importance of gene dose in basic biological function, we know relatively little about the mechanisms that regulate this process, why dose changes are often fatal, or why some can be tolerated. In contrast to the general problem of gene dose that accompanies aneuploidy, the presence of different sexes within a species---which occurs in nearly all 66,000 vertebrate species and an unknown number of invertebrates---represents a naturally occurring system with extensive gene imbalance. Diverging sex chromosomes are an ideal system to study genome balance and gene dose because males and females are viable, one sex or the other is often aneuploid across a chromosome, and genomes have adapted to handle these dosage differences. Sex chromosomes are naturally highly variable, with extensive differences in sex determining systems and sex chromosome morphology between and within species [@B12]. Thus, by studying the form and function of naturally occurring aneuploidy in the form of sex chromosomes, we can leverage evolutionary variation and diversification to gain insight into normal function as a reference against which dosage dysfunction is compared. Beyond addressing fundamental problems in evolution, this powerful system has advantages for studying human disease, e.g., many human diseases are caused by gene dose variation [@B13]-[@B19], and understanding how evolution "solves" the dose problem could provide insight that guides the development of disease treatments.

Here we briefly review several aspects of sex chromosome biology, from flies to humans. Many attributes of frog evolution and sex chromosomes offer an ideal opportunity to address the problem of gene dose tolerance, which we review in greater detail. We close with what we think are the necessary next steps in developing frogs as a model system for advancing our understanding of the causes and consequences of gene dose variation.

A Brief Introduction to Sex Determination and Gene Dose
=======================================================

A broad look at sex chromosomes and associated gene dose challenges has recently been presented [@B20]; here we briefly review the topic to set the stage for our focus on frogs.

The differentiation of sexes can be driven by a variety of mechanisms. In many fish and reptiles, the sex determination cascade is triggered by differences in the external environment [@B21]; in other fish and reptiles, and all amphibians, birds, and mammals, sex is encoded by a genetic locus that segregates with one sex only [@B22]. Genetic sex determination thus removes an element of chance by guaranteeing the production of females and males, but as a consequence, represents a system with imbalanced gene dose between males and females. Genetic sex determination can be monogenic or polyfactorial, distinctions that are correlated with the degree of heteromorphism in sex chromosomes [@B23]. In most mammals the male sex is determined genetically by the Y-linked SRY locus [@B24]-[@B26]. In teleost fish [@B27], *Drosophila melanogaster*[@B28]-[@B30], and *Caenorhabditis elegans*[@B31], DM domain-containing genes have been implicated in sex differentiation. In multiple vertebrates, including fish, amphibians, turtles, alligators, birds, and mammals the gene *DMRT*has been shown to be needed in gonadal development [@B27], [@B32]-[@B36].

The presence of a sex determining gene on a chromosome defines the sex chromosome and gives rise to several genetic sex determination systems. Perhaps the best-known is XY sex determination, where males are heterogametic (XY) and females are homogametic (XX); XY sex determination is found in insects, fish, reptiles, frogs, and mammals. Fruit fly (*Drosophila*) sex determination is XY-based, but occurs in a different fashion: males are heterogametic XY, but the ratio of X chromosomes to autosomes determines the initial sex [@B37], [@B38]. The second major sex determination system is ZW-based, males are the homogametic sex (ZZ), and is found in fish, reptiles, frogs, birds, and some insects. In addition to the two most well-studied systems there are a variety of alternative X- and W-based sex determination systems, such as XO in *C. elegans* and many insects [@B39] and OW in some frogs [@B40].

Sex chromosomes differ in the number of copies in a population (Y or W = ¼ the effective population size of autosomes) and therefore have different population genetic dynamics than autosomes. One result of this difference is a divergence in sex chromosome morphology and elimination of recombination: young sex chromosomes are homomorphic (same size), but gradually the Y and W shrink relative to X and Z, recognized as heteromorphic. This is thought to occur primarily through Muller\'s Ratchet, which highlights that deleterious mutations accumulate in non-recombining genomes or genomic regions [@B41]. Because deleterious mutations accumulate through time, rather than being purged by recombination, Y and W chromosomes gradually lose genes as they mature, creating a gene dose problem [@B42]. Beyond the evolution of sex chromosome gene content and the effects on dosage, there is the potential for an interesting interaction between the population genetics of sex chromosomes and mating systems. Specifically, we expect sexually antagonistic genes to increase on the chromosome containing the sex determining gene [@B43]-[@B45], but this chromosome also features a smaller effective population size and thus requires stronger selection to overcome drift. In the context of male-antagonistic mating systems with XY determination, this could accelerate the rate of Y degeneration [@B46]; in a ZW system this could accelerate the rate of W chromosome degeneration. These population genetic and mating system interactions would then shape (or be shaped by) the rate of adaptation to dosage changes.

A consequence of evolving sex chromosome morphology is variation in the number of copies of sex-linked genes in males and females, leading to an expectation of large gene dose imbalances in one sex. In light of our knowledge that dose differences in even a single gene can be highly detrimental, how do organisms handle dosage of a large number of genes? At its extreme there may be complete sex chromosome aneuploidy, such as in flies, where the Y chromosome is devoid of genes [@B46]; even at intermediate stages of sex chromosome maturity, aneuploidy may span hundreds or thousands of genes.

Two major mechanisms are known to have evolved for dosage sensitivity: dosage compensation and dosage tolerance. Dosage compensation is the adjustment of gene expression to compensate for aneuploidy, and historically has been thought only to exist with sex chromosomes [@B47]. In eutherian mammals, dosage compensation occurs through X-inactivation: the ncRNA *XIST* suppresses most expression on one X copy in females [@B48], [@B49]. In contrast to mammals, *Drosophila* have a macromolecular complex thought to increase expression of genes on the single male X chromosome by about 2-fold, thus making male and female expression effectively the same; it is worth noting, however, that complex network dynamics and transcriptional control are also involved [@B50]-[@B53]. Other compensation systems, such as incomplete and gene-specific inactivation, have been found in the monotreme platypus and chickens (an "atypical" XY system and ZW, respectively; [@B54]).

A curious situation arises when females are the heterogametic sex (ZW), such as in birds, snakes, and some fish, reptiles, frogs, and insects: dosage compensation appears to be partial, if it occurs at all (reviewed in [@B12], [@B20]). Furthermore, where partial dosage compensation mechanisms have been studied, they appear to be fundamentally different than "typical" XY sex determination systems [@B54]. Transcriptome analyses in several birds, liver flukes, and snakes all suggest a lack of expression adjustment on the Z chromosome even though the W chromosome is highly degenerate [@B20], [@B55]-[@B58]. The different dose mechanisms between XY and ZW systems suggest different tolerance capacity to aneuploidy.

Frog Sex Chromosomes
====================

The preceding review, although brief, raises the question, What strengths do frogs provide given the variety of sex determination systems, sex chromosome morphologies, and dosage studies in other organisms? Mammals and birds appear to be entirely XY and ZW, respectively, so there is little opportunity to apply a comparative approach between closely related species to examine how the mechanisms of compensation or tolerance evolve. Fish, amphibians, and reptiles, however, possess a variety of sex determination systems and each have particular features worthy of study. Fish are diverse with both environmental and genetic sex determination and homomorphic sex chromosome that are relatively new [@B59]. Reptiles possess a variety of sex determination systems and sex chromosome morphologies, but lack strong genetic experimental tools. Frogs possess diverse sex determination systems and sex chromosome morphologies, several other interesting chromosomal characteristics, and they are amenable to numerous experimental possibilities for the study of development, genome dynamics, and sex phenotype. That is, frogs bring the power of both evolutionary diversification and experimental manipulation to the challenge of understanding gene dose.

Sex Determination
=================

While sex-determining genes have been found in other taxonomic groups, only a single sex determination gene has been identified in a frog. *DM-W*, an apparent paralog of *DMRT1*, is found on the *X. laevis* W chromosome and is sufficient to cause development of female phenotypes [@B36]. Curiously, *DM-W* does not occur in the closely related *X. tropicalis* and therefore there must be a different gene responsible [@B60]. This and examples from fish suggest that gene duplication and subsequent sub- or neofunctionalization may play an important role in sex determining gene evolution. Rather than alternate alleles, another possible sex determination mechanism may arise from dosage differences of a sex determining gene. If frogs can handle differences in sex determining gene dosage, then sex may be determined in a manner akin to haploinsufficiency, where a single copy in females (ZW) or males (XY) is insufficient to trigger the cascade producing males (ZZ) or females (XX). This is the proposed mode of action of Z-linked *DMRT1* in chickens [@B61].

Above the level of individual sex determination genes are sex determination systems. Like invertebrates, reptiles, and fish, amphibians exhibit extensive diversification of sex determination systems, including XY and ZW, and 0W; all of these are present in frogs (examples of XY and ZW species provided in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, there is extensive sex determination system switching between species and clades, in particular a bias of ZW to XY switching [@B60], [@B62]. The pattern of sex determination switching carries with it a host of interesting implications in light of the need for repeated adaptation to dosage change and interactions with the effects of sexual selection in XY versus ZW systems. One of the most intriguing and potentially powerful patterns of frog sex determination evolution is that sex determination systems change *both* between and within frog lineages [@B63], [@B64]. As a result, frogs can be used for comparative tests not only between closely related species, such as *Pristmantis*or *Gastrotheca*, but even within species. In *Rana temporaria*and *R. rugosa*, for example, frogs of different sex determination systems can occur in the same population and interbreed; a candidate explanation for the observed pedigrees is that multiple sex chromosome combinations map to a single phenotypic sex [@B64]-[@B66]. Frogs thus provide a range of variation needed to examine the effects of sex determination system on gene dosage.

In addition to the diversity of sex determination systems there is variation in sex chromosome morphology in frogs. Some 95% of frog species examined to-date, including *Xenopus*, the current model frog, possess homomorphic sex chromosomes [@B67], [@B68]. Why and how sex chromosome homomorphism is maintained in so many species of this (often evolutionarily ancient) group is a mystery. Two current hypotheses, each with support in different groups of frogs, aim to explain the pattern. The first, termed the "fountain of youth" hypothesis, posits that even rare sex chromosome recombination, e.g., during a bout of sex reversal [@B69], allow genetic diversity and homomorphy to be maintained. This hypothesis is supported in several European tree frogs and several diploid toads (*Hyla*and *Bufo*; [@B70]-[@B72]). The second hypothesis, termed the "high turnover" model, posits that the identity of the sex chromosomes evolves rapidly as mutations affecting sex determination occur on autosomes, effectively changing which is the sex chromosome before Muller\'s Ratchet can act to degrade the Y or W [@B73]. The high turnover model is supported with data from Ranids and Bufonids, broad scale phylogenetic analyses, and interspecific cross data, which all suggest that turnovers between chromosomes to produce new sex chromosomes are common [@B60], [@B62]-[@B64], [@B74]-[@B76]. Which mechanism, the fountain of youth, or chromosome turnover is the more influencing mechanism for sex chromosome homomorphy is an intriguing question, and given that 95% of frog species have homomorphic sex chromosomes points to the importance of dealing with the gene dosage issue because homomorphism is one way to eliminate dose problems in the genome.

One idea that could resolve the paradox of gene dosage and sex chromosome evolution is that particular genomic regions---e.g., ones that harbor genes related to sex determination---might more easily become sex chromosomes than other genomic regions [@B77]. Support for this idea has come from a recent comparative genomics analysis that compared sex-linked molecular markers from deeply divergent lineages of frogs with the genome sequence of *Xenopus tropicalis*[@B78]. Their results showed extensive conserved synteny of a sex chromosome across frogs that represent 210 million years of evolution, suggesting either an ancestral chromosome that remained homomorphic for excessive evolutionary time, or the more likely scenario, that the same genomic regions have been coopted independently for sex chromosome function. An extension of this hypothesis is that these independently derived chromosomal regions may harbor dose insensitive genes. Consider a novel sex determining locus that can arise in one of two locations in the genome, one that is characterized by largely dose-sensitive genes and one characterized by largely dose-insensitive genes: the immediate fitness cost should be higher if the new locus is in the dose-sensitive region. If genome content organization is structured by dose sensitivity, then certain regions should have greater ability to tolerate sex chromosome evolution.

These recent studies have revealed many exciting new ideas for how sex chromosome homomorphy might be maintained. Indeed, homomorphy is the most abundant state of sex chromosome morphology in all animals, yet most theory has focused on explaining the more rare, but initially highly deleterious heteromorphic state, where the genome suffers a gene dose problem over time. In contrast to the majority of species that have homomorphic sex chromosome, frog species such as *Pyxicephalus adspersus* (ZW) and several others possess clearly heteromorphic sex chromosomes [@B79]. Because frogs have different sex determination systems and different states of sex chromosome evolution, comparative genomics applied to homomorphic and heteromorphic XY and ZW frog species provides a natural experiment to test for turnovers. Furthermore, this natural experiment may provide the context needed to understand the characteristics of gene dose sensitivity that might predispose some regions to be tolerant to changes in gene dose. In general, understanding why frogs with heteromorphic sex chromosomes are exceptions to the rule of sex chromosome homomorphy will provide critical insights into the mechanisms and evolution of gene dose tolerance or compensation.

Mating Systems
==============

Given the importance of understanding the evolutionary origins and dynamics of frog sex chromosomes and the idea that variation in mating systems could contribute to morphological change, it is instructive to consider the role frogs could play in testing relevant hypotheses. The first observation is that most frog species\' mating systems are driven by male antagonism, through calling, fighting, and female choice [@B80]. This general pattern appears to hold regardless of the sex determination system, because in most frog species males call to attract females. As with sex chromosome morphology, however, there are potentially informative exceptions to the rule. For example, the African reed frogs (*Hyperolius*) feature at least one species (*H. argus*) and a species complex (*H. viridiflavus*) in which females are vibrantly colored and males are dull; another frog, *Dyscophus antongilii*, features large, red females and diminutive, dull males. These examples may indicate species in which female antagonism drives sexual selection, and depending on the sex determination system, may provide tests of the role of mating system in sex chromosome evolution. One of the many (sub-) species of the *H. viridiflavus* complex possesses XY sex determination and homomorphic sex chromosomes [@B81], but the sex determination system and sex chromosome morphology of the other species is unknown at this time. The genome size of several *Hyperolius* is ≤ 5 GB ([www.genomesize.com](http://www.genomesize.com)), which is small enough to enable sequencing and assembly (see *Future Directions*, below) for further investigation of the relationship between sexual selection, mating system, sex determination system, and gene dosage.

Dosage Tolerance and Compensation
=================================

The presence of heteromorphic sex chromosomes, whose evolution may be shaped by sexual selection and the particulars of mating systems, suggests a need either for gene dosage tolerance or for dosage compensation. Identifying the patterns of tolerance and compensation across frog species with XY versus ZW sex determination, and heteromorphic versus homomorphic sex chromosomes, will be invaluable in the search for underlying mechanisms. This presents both a challenge and an opportunity because dosage compensation of frog sex chromosomes has not been well studied.

One of the few ways in which gene dosage has been examined in frogs is through the presence of Nucleolus Organizing Regions (NOR). NORs have been identified on the X chromosome of *Gastrotheca riobambae* [@B82], [@B83] and on the homomorphic Z chromosome of *Buergeria buergeri* [@B84]*.*Follow-up experiments with *B. buergeri* to directly test for dosage compensation revealed neither Barr body formation in males, nor signs of other dosage compensation mechanisms to deactivate one of the NOR copies. Correspondingly, the ribosomal RNA levels of the male frog were twice as high as the female [@B85]-[@B88]. These factors suggest that no dosage compensation occurs in *B. buergeri*and support the idea that there is at least partial dose insensitivity. Dose insensitivity may also be indicated by the presence of a NOR on some female *Pyxicephalus adspersus* W chromosomes. The NOR of *P. adspersus* is on chromosome pair 6, but females can have an additional ectopic copy on the W chromosome [@B68],[@B79]. In contrast to *P. adspersus*, the frog *Physalaemus ephippifer*possesses two NORs on the W chromosome and one on the homomorphic Z [@B89]. Gene dosage compensation in this species would then require targeting a single W NOR or the sole Z NOR. While this suite of dosage compensation mechanisms is possible in frogs, until further evidence is gathered the simplest explanation is that, as in *B. buergeri*, regions of frog genomes that become sex-linked may be particularly dose tolerant.

There is additional evidence that suggests frogs are dose insensitive in the form of viability in the face of aneuploidy. One species with an altered diploid number is *Strabomantis biporcatus*, in which XY males feature a Y-to-autosome fusion that results in a chromosome count of 35, in contrast to female 2n = 36 [@B90], [@B91]. Another example is *Leiopelma hochstetteri*, in which males have no sex chromosomes while females possess a W [@B40]. *Xenopus*is a remarkable group in which ploidy level varies between species---from diploid to dodecaploid---that can be crossed in the laboratory [@B92].

The presence and abundance of sex chromosome heterochromatin could play an important role in shaping dose regulation. Heterochromatin composition varies between frog species and often in remarkable ways. Two species, *Pristimantis euphronoides*and *P. shrevei*, possess giant W chromosomes that in fact are the largest chromosomes in the genome, and stain heavily for constitutive heterochromatin [@B68], [@B93]. In *Pyxicephalus adspersus* the small W chromosome is characterized by partial heterochromatin, while in *Gastrotheca walkeri* the small Y chromosome contains no heterochromatin. Even within the same species the extent of heterochromatin can vary substantially: in *G. pseustes*, for example, the Y chromosome contains no heterochromatin in some males but the Y has an abundance of heterochromatin in other males [@B94], [@B95]. In addition to the role that constitutive heterochromatin can play in shaping gene dose, facultative heterochromatin---such as Barr body formation in mammal X dosage compensation---could play a role in frogs. Given the hypothesis that XY sex determination requires compensation, one hypothesis is that some XY frogs may be found to use sex chromosome-wide facultative heterochromatin mechanisms to regulate dosage. Below the level of entire chromosome (or chromosomal region) heterochromatin effects, gene-specific dosage regulation may be mediated by local histone methylation in frogs. Relatively little is known about frog epigenetics at this time (but see [@B96]), however, and no work we have found focuses on the role of methylation in frog gene dosage and sex chromosome evolution.

Future Directions and Summary
=============================

Sex chromosomes present organisms with a complex gene dosage problem over time, but the challenge is consistently met so that both sexes, regardless of sex determination system, are fully functioning and viable. How can this happen? Why does it appear that XY sex determination requires dosage compensation while ZW permits dose tolerance? With their diversity of sex determination systems, variation in sex chromosome morphologies, and ease of experimental manipulation, frogs are an ideal group to address these and related questions. This, in turn, provides a mechanistic link to classic problems in evolutionary biology that revolve around the important processes of gene duplication and gene loss. A practical question is then, which research efforts will prove most fruitful and provide a strong foundation for fully utilizing frog evolutionary diversity to address fundamental gene dose questions in biology?

Future Directions
-----------------

While genome sequencing once required huge collaborations and concomitantly large budgets, *de novo* sequencing projects are now possible for individual labs. The size of many frog genomes means that a suite of genome references can readily be developed, and thereby advance our understanding of genome evolution, in particular the evolution of sex chromosomes. With genome sequences in which sex chromosomes are identified, we can examine patterns of synteny between frogs with XY and/or ZW systems to understand the origins and dynamics of sex chromosome evolution. The gene content of frog sex chromosomes is largely unknown at this time, much less the evolutionary origins of these genes. When genome references are coupled with gene models (supported by transcriptome research, discussed below), we can address questions such as: Are there systematic differences in the content and evolution of the X/Y and Z/W chromosomes? What about gene content differences between species with homomorphic versus heteromorphic sex chromosomes? Are proto-sex chromosomes characterized by dose-insensitive genes so that acquiring a novel sex determining locus is more likely? Is sex chromosome evolution constrained such that the same genes, genes with similar function, or genes with similar dose sensitivity repeatedly end up on sex chromosomes when the determination systems evolve independently? Beyond these sex chromosome-specific questions, the presence of genome references for a variety of frog species would be invaluable resources for more general understanding of genome evolution, the genomic basis of variation within and between species, and a host of other questions.

Beyond discovering and describing variation in genome content, our understanding of the biology of gene dose and genome balance is informed by quantifying the expression of sex-linked genes relative to autosomal genes. Here, the availability of well-refined transcriptomes to complement genome references will be very useful, and transcriptomes derived from a variety of RNA-Seq methods are a necessary component of defining gene content. Evidence to-date suggests systematic differences in dosage sensitivity between organisms with XY versus ZW sex determination; frogs, with their mixture of these sex determination systems, offer a prime test of this hypothesis. As references are developed for closely related species with different sex determination systems, and gene expression studies are conducted, we will be able to test a variety of hypotheses for sex chromosome evolution. Furthermore, a phylogenetically informed approach to frog sex-linked gene expression will allow us to evaluate if and when expression evolution, and potential dosage compensation, occur.

In addition to sequence variation---in the form of gene copy number, the gene content of sex chromosomes (and autosomes), and similar characteristics---epigenetic variation is known or thought to play a significant role in gene dose regulation. The example of *Pristimantis*noted earlier, in which W chromosomes are giant in size and almost entirely heterochromatic, suggests either (or both) limited access by transcriptional regulators and/or highly repetitive, non-functional sequences on the W. Beyond the constitutive heterochromatin as in the *Pristimantis* example, facultative heterochromatin differences between sexes such as variation in methylation patterns, could play an important role in gene dose dynamics. Following on genome and transcriptome sequencing of a variety of frogs with a range of sex determination systems, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) sequencing would provide essential insights into the factors affecting gene dose regulation. ChIP-Seq with both broad (e.g., histones) and specific targets (e.g., transcription factors; [@B97]) would provide needed insight into the role that chromatin plays in gene dose regulation between frog sexes. Comparing patterns of heterochromatin between XY and ZW frog systems, in the context of gene dose variation of sex-linked genes, may illuminate non-genetic mechanisms that are generally important to disease-causing gene dosage problems.

We noted in passing that periodic sex reversal episodes could contribute to the maintenance of frog sex chromosome homomorphy (through the "fountain of youth"), but this only hints at one of the most useful aspects of frogs in sex chromosome and gene dosage research: we can experimentally manipulate frog sex in the laboratory. Two primary mechanisms have been found for sex manipulation: pressure or temperature manipulation, and hormone treatment. These experimental manipulations create frogs of one genotypic sex that is the opposite of the phenotypic sex [@B98]-[@B100]. Complementing steady-state gene expression and chromatin immunoprecipitation assays with sex-reversal experiments will be a powerful way to disentangle the roles of phenotypic and genotypic sex effects on gene dose. For example, if dosage compensation is found associated with male heterogamety, then perhaps ZW males might reveal signs of dosage compensation. Additionally, reversing the phenotypic sex can help refine identification of sex determination genes by examining expression of candidate genes with respective phenotypic sex while inverting chromosome content. If a W chromosome gene is the trigger for female normal differentiation, then in sex-reversed males, this trigger gene should not be expressed.

Summary
-------

Unraveling the causes and consequences of gene dose sensitivity is a challenging problem in contemporary biology that feeds into our understanding of genome evolution, but is a tractable problem if we capitalize on sex chromosomes. Even with sex chromosomes as a good candidate, the current lack of suitable model systems is problematic. Frogs and their sex chromosomes possess diverse sex determination systems and sex chromosome morphology; many species have relatively small genomes (\<5 GB); and ease of experimental manipulation means that the genomic systems can be systematically perturbed. We are now at a point where technological and conceptual advances permit rapid development of genomic resources for systems that are ideally suited to addressing specific biological questions. Our review of frog sex chromosomes highlights that our slimy friends are ideal for investigating sex chromosomes and the pattern and process of dosage tolerance, which is intricately related to our understanding of human health and broad problems in evolutionary biology.

![**Representative frogs from XY and ZW sex determination systems.**(A) *H. vividiflavus* features XY sex determination with homomorphic sex chromosomes; interestingly, females of the species have bright coloration. (B) *G. riobambae* is an example of XY sex determination with heteromorphic sex chromosomes; oddly, Y chromosome in males is larger than the X chromosome (image © P. Janzen, adapted with permission). (C) The model species *X. laevis*is a ZW sex determination system with homomorphic sex chromosomes, which contrasts with (D), *P. adspersus*, which is ZW with heteromorphic sex chromosomes.](jgenv02p0068g001){#F1}
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